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Statement of Proposed Policies with Respect to 
NOW Accounts in Massachusetts and New Hampshire

To All Member Banks and Others Concerned
in the Eleventh Federal Reserve District:

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
has issued a statement of proposed policies with respect to NOW 
accounts in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. The Board's 
statement follows passage of Federal legislation which went into 
effect on September 15, 1973, to permit all depository institutions 
in those two states to allow their customers to write negotiable 
orders of withdrawal against interest-bearing savings accounts.

Interested persons should submit relevant data, views, 
or arguments to the Secretary, Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, Washington, D. C., 20551, to be received 
not later than November 1, 1973-

Attached are copies of the Board's press release and 
Federal Register document.

Yours very truly,

P. E. Coldwell,

President

Attachments

This publication was digitized and made available by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas' Historical Library (FedHistory@dal.frb.org)



F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E
p r e s s  r e l e a s e -

For immediate release September 14, 1973

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System today published 

for comment a tentative statement of proposed policies to regulate the use of 

Negotiable Orders of Withdrawal (NOWs) by member banks in Massachusetts and 

New Hampshire. The statement also proposes a plan for Federal Reserve 

clearance of NOWs for thrift institutions.

The Board will receive comment on the proposal through November 1.

The Board's ,statement of proposed policies follows passage of 

legislation, to go into effect September 15, permitting the use of NOWs in 

the two states.

Negotiable orders of withdrawal -- which function as a check -

are presently being issued by mutual savings banks in Massachusetts and 

New Hampshire. The new law permits all depository institutions in those 

states to allow their customers to write negotiable orders of withdrawal 

against interest-bearing savings accounts. The customary type of check is 

written against non-interest bearing demand deposits.

Use of NOWs by member banks is subject to the Board's authority 

to prescribe regulations governing the payment of interest on deposits.

The Board recommended, pending adoption of final rules for HOW 

accounts, that member banks abstain from offering NGU accounts, since 

present proposals are tentative and subject to change in the light of 

comment received.



The Board said that it is considering the following possible 

regulatory policies with respect to NOW accounts at member banks:

-- A NOW account is regarded as a form of savings account. It is 

consequently available only to individuals and to certain non-profit organiza

tions .

-- The Board regards the offering of NOW accounts as a regional 

experiment, and accordingly proposes to limit these accounts to residents 

of Massachusetts and New Hampshire (except that a bank could offer NOW 

accounts to any of its present customers).

-- The Board further believes some constraints on the use of NOW 

accounts are needed to avoid an excessive initial conversion from family 

checking accounts to NOW accounts in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Such 

an eventuality would be consistent with the public interest only if brought 

about in an orderly and carefully planned manner.

Therefore, the Board proposes, for the present:

1. To permit the payment of interest only on the 

minimum (or average) balance in such accounts, 

and

2. To require that the bank impose a service 

charge on all NOWs written by the depositor 

in excess of 10 items per month. This would 

not preclude service charges on the first

10 items.

As alternative means of constraint, the Board is considering 

requiring, if interest is to be paid:

1. That the number of NOWs a depositor 

writes not exceed 15 per month, and
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2. That there be a minimum, or average daily

balance of $400 in a NOW account.

This alternative, the Board said, might be further conditioned, to 

provide that higher interest could be paid on unused balances in the NOW 

account over $400 than on the first $400, and to require a service charge 

on items in excess of 15 per month.

At the same time, the Board believes NOW accounts should be differen

tiated from ordinary savings accounts, and for this reason proposes that interest 

paid on unused portions of NOW accounts be less than the ceiling rate for or

dinary savings accounts (which is 5 per cent). The Board is giving preliminary 

consideration to a ceiling of 4.5 per cent for unused funds in NOW accounts.

The Board also proposed that the thrift institutions offering NOW

accounts be permitted to make full use of the Federal Reserve check collection 

system to clear NOWs. This would be conditioned upon a requirement that non

member thrift institutions wishing to use Federal Reserve facilities to clear 

NOWs maintain a clearing account with the Federal Reserve. The Board suggested 

that such accounts -- to comply with the law regarding nonmember clearing 

accounts -- be a balance held with the Federal Preserve Bank of Boston equal 

to 3 per cent cf total NOW accounts in the thrift institution. This would be 

equal to the reserve requirement on member bank savings deposits (including 

NOW accounts). It is not intended to affect present clearing arrangements for 

nonmember commercial banks.

Comment should be sent to the Secretary of the Board, Washington,

D. C. 20551, not later than November 1, 1973.

A copy of the Board’s statement is attached.
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